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What is

SCTP?

“Pull.”
It’s a word more and more young Americans are saying each 

year - millions and millions of times, over and over again.
From coast to coast, thousands of young shotgunners come 

out in force to take their best shots in the Scholastic Clay 
Target Program (SCTP). 

The popular shotgun program allows youth in elementary 
school through college to compete on the local, state, 
and national level in trap, skeet, sporting clays, and the 
international disciplines of skeet, trap and bunker trap.   SCTP 
is the official youth development clay target program of USA 
Shooting.  USA Shooting is the National Governing Body for the 
Olympic shooting sports in the United States.  SCTP has grown 
phenomenally since its launch in 2000. In 2010, nearly 10,000 
students competed in SCTP state and national championship 
events. Each year, the program continues to grow by leaps 
and bounds.  And it’s not just for the boys, either. In fact, the 
number of young ladies taking part in SCTP has increased by 
more than 200 percent in the past four years as more and 
more girls discover the fun of competing with and against the 
boys. 

“I’ve not observed any other shooting sports program 
that touches so many young people in this country,” said 
Russ Arnold, Executive Director of the Scholastic Clay Target 
Program. “I don’t know of anything that even comes close. It’s 
just incredible. It’s the greatest program that I can think of in 
the shooting world.”

SCTP is a program of Scholastic Shooting Sports Foundation 
(SSSF), managed in partnership with numerous sponsors, 
agencies and organizations, including each sport’s national 
governing body: the Amateur Trapshooting Association, 
National Skeet Shooting Association, National Sports Clays 
Association, the NRA and USA Shooting.

“Thanks to the hard work and commitment of volunteers 
around the country, SCTP’s success and popularity continue 
to skyrocket,” said NSSF’s Zach Snow.

Go to www.shootsctp.org  and check it out.

By: Bill Dunn, Edited By: Jon Michael McGrath

Joanna Ruff of Missouri’s Gateway Claybusters shares 
a laugh with her teammates in Sparta, Illinois, at NSSF’s 
2007 Scholastic Clay Target Program National Trapshooting 

Championships. 

Cassie Ding of Ione, California, lights up the sporting clays 
course at the National Shooting Complex in San Antonio 

during NSSF’s 2007 SCTP National Championships. 

Kayle Browning of Wooster, Arkansas, and Courtney Wells 
of Dyersburg, Tennessee, have some fun at the 2007 SCTP USA 
Shooting Junior Olympic National Championships in Colorado.  
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The Scholastic Clay Target Program (SCTP) recently 
announced the appointment of Corey Spruill of St. Charles, 
Missouri, and Jon Difilippo of California, Pennsylvania, as 
their SCTP Youth Ambassadors for the 2010-2011 shooting 
season. The SCTP Ambassador Program was designed to 
select individuals who would exemplify and demonstrate the 
qualities of leadership, initiative, and teamwork to represent 
and promote the Scholastic Clay Target Program to young 
shooters across the nation.  

SCTP Youth Ambassador candidates had to meet all of the 
following prerequisites in order to be considered eligible to 
participate in the selection process:

• Be a current registered member of the National SCTP. 
• Must have participated in the SCTP for a minimum of 

two years. 
• Be a junior or senior in high school between the ages of 

17 – 20 as of September 1, 2010. 
• Have excellent grades in school. 
• Be able to communicate and speak clearly in public. 
• Demonstrate initiative, social skills, and involvement in 

leadership or community service activities. 
• Demonstrate good teamwork. 

Corey Spruill, a junior at Francis Howell High School in 
St. Charles, Missouri, began shooting SCTP in 2009 and is 
a member of the Gateway Claybusters. Corey is involved in 
various activities outside of shooting including Boy Scouts 
and Habitat for Humanity. Corey has been actively involved 
in charity work as a volunteer for his church. As a member 
of the Gateway Claybusters, he has worked as a volunteer 
for the St. Louis Ronald McDonald House. Corey expressed 
an interest in becoming an ambassador for SCTP because he 
felt he wanted to “give something back” to the program that 
has done so much for him in his life. In 2010, Corey placed 
third individually in International Trap at the Missouri Junior 
Olympic State Championships, and his SCTP Team earned 
a silver medal at the Junior Olympic Nationals in Colorado 
Springs, Colorado.

Jon Difilippo lives in California, Pennsylvania, and is a senior 
at California Area High School. He began shooting at SCTP 

Scholastic Clay Target Program
(SCTP)

Corey Spruill – St. Charles, Missouri

events in 2008 and is a member of the California Hill Gun Club 
“Smokin’ Guns.” Jon has been an altar server at his church 
for the past eight years and has volunteered his disc jockey 
services to benefit multiple sclerosis at fundraisers on several 
occasions. His grades, along with his good character, service, 
and leadership, qualified him to be inducted into the National 
Honor Society last April. Jon’s outstanding communication 
skills landed him the position of his high school’s public 
address announcer, and as a Youth SCTP Ambassador, he is 
looking forward to informing and educating people on the 
valuable life lessons he has learned over the years through his 
involvement with SCTP. 

“These are two outstanding young men,” said Russ Arnold, 
Executive Director of SSSF, “and we are proud to have them 
representing SCTP as Youth Ambassadors for the 2010-2011 
shooting season. They exemplify what we as coaches and 
mentors in this program strive to develop all of our young 
members into well-rounded, respectful adults.”

SCTP is a youth development program where adult coaches 
and volunteers model sportsmanship, responsibility, and 
teamwork while using shooting sports programs to teach 
these and other positive life skills to SCTP athletes. SCTP 
activities are designed to incorporate two indispensable 
elements: – fun and safety. The safe handling of firearms is 
the primary focus of all SCTP clubs.

To learn more about SCTP, call (586) 737-0805 or visit their 
website at www.shootsctp.org.

By: Joe Wieczorek

Jon Difilippo – California, Pennsylvania

2010-2011 Shooting Season

Youth Ambassadors
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Despite their laid-back attitude and easygoing demeanor, 
Jon Michael McGrath and Vincent Hancock are two of the 
brightest stars in the shooting world today. In fact, it would 
be nearly impossible to limit the description of these talented 
young shooters to just a few words. A more accurate and 
fitting title for these two would be “World Class Athletes.” But 
the fact is they are more than just world-class shooters. They 
are both successful young men and industry leaders who are 
genuine role models for the next generation. And despite the 
fact that between them they have garnered more awards 
and honors than most men twice their age, they still remain 
focused and humbled by their accomplishments.

Both Hancock and McGrath credit the Scholastic Clay Target 
Program (SCTP) for helping shape their character as young 
adults and feel that their participation in the program and 
the interaction they had with their teammates and coaches 
was instrumental in their climb up the ladder of success. Both 
of these young guns learned from a very early age that life 
is often a mental game and they parlayed their experiences 
competing at SCTP events to help develop a mental toughness 
that they’re now using to compete against Olympic-level 
shooters from all over the world.  

As you can imagine, it takes more than just a few hundred 
shots a day to reach the level of these guys.  Hancock is a 
strong believer in the power of positive mental attitude. One 
of Hancock’s favorite quotes is from Tiger Woods: “If you don’t 
expect to win, why compete?” “That pretty much sums it up,” 
says Hancock. At 12 years old, Hancock told his father Craig 
that he wanted to win Olympic Gold someday, and a few short 
years later that is exactly what he did. The now 21-year-old 
Georgia native won an Olympic gold medal in skeet shooting 
in Beijing, China, in 2008.  In addition to the coveted “Gold,” 
Hancock also has racked up an impressive collection of other 
notable titles and awards throughout his relatively short 
shooting career, including 2005 USA Shooting Male Athlete 
of the Year and International Shooting Sport Federation (ISSF) 
Shooter of the Year, to name a few. Hancock is a member 
of the USA Shooting Men’s Skeet Team and is currently 
competing in ISSF World Cup events with his teammates and 
preparing for the upcoming Olympics. Hancock is employed 
as a member of the U.S. Army Marksmanship Unit (USAMU) 
and lives in Fort Benning, Georgia, with his wife and daughter.  

Oklahoma’s Jon Michael McGrath may only be 19 years 
old, but he has more shooting experience and titles under his 
belt than most competitive shooters twice his age. McGrath, 
the 2010 Junior Gold Medalist at the World Shooting 
Championship in Munich, Germany, and 2010 National 
Junior Olympic Championship Gold Medalist, recently added 
another impressive title to his list of shooting credentials. This 
past April, McGrath, who was only 18 years old at the time, 
became one of the youngest competitors to ever win an ISSF 
World Cup Gold Medal in Men’s Skeet.

Jon Michael entered the final round with a qualification 
score of 124 hits out of 125 targets and then cleared the final 
hitting all 25 targets. He defeated the 2007 World Champion, 
Georgios Achilleos of Cyprus, by 2-to-1 hits in a shoot-off for 
the Gold.

McGrath is currently a freshman at the University of 
Colorado in Colorado Springs and lives at the famed United 

By: Joe Wieczorek

Former SCTP Athletes Shine 
                        in International Competition

Above: Jon Michael McGrath.

Below: Vincent Hancock a member of the USAMU.
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States Olympic Training Center. McGrath, like his teammate, 
Hancock, is currently competing in ISSF World Cup competitions 
and preparing for the upcoming 2012 Olympics in London. 
Because of McGrath’s appeal to the younger generation, Field 
& Stream Magazine has named him to the Generation Wild 
Team as a regular contributor to the magazine. 

Both of these young men are very humbled by their 
tremendous success and acknowledge the importance 
of promoting a positive image for young boys and girls, 
especially in the shooting world. They promote and represent 
the Scholastic Clay Target Program at international events 
and trade shows like the SHOT Show and the NRA Show each 
year as their way of giving back to the program that helped 
shape their lives and develop their character as young adults. 
“I encourage young shooters that I meet at SCTP events to 
work hard and dream big,” said McGrath. “You never know 
what your future holds.”

Amazingly, McGrath and Hancock are only two of six former 
SCTP National Champions who have gone on to achieve their 
dream of being selected for the Olympic Shooting Program 
and are currently members of the USA Shooting Team. At 
the ISSF World Cup in Sydney this year, USA Shooting had 
34 athletes participating in Rifle, Pistol and Shotgun. Forty 
percent of the USA Shotgun Team (six athletes) and all three 
members of the Men’s Skeet Team were former SCTP National 
Champions.

• Vincent Hancock – Age 22, Eatonton, GA (SCTP National 
Champion) - Men’s Skeet

• Jon Michael McGrath - Age 18, Tulsa, OK (SCTP National 
Champion) - Men’s Skeet

• T. J. Bayer – Age 17, Bryan, TX (SCTP National Champion) 
- Men’s Skeet

• Caitlin Connor – Age 21, Winnfield, LA (SCTP National 
Champion) - Women’s Skeet

• Josh Richmond – Age 25, Hillsgrove, PA (SCTP National 
Champion) - Men’s Double Trap

• Miranda Wilder – Age 17, Diana, TX (SCTP National 
Champion) - Women’s Trap

If the last decade and the success of former SCTP National 
Champions like these six athletes is any indication of what we 
can expect over the next decade, then the sky’s the limit for 
the current “young guns” competing in SCTP right now.

SCTP is the Official Clay Target Youth Development Program 
of USA Shooting.

For more information on the Scholastic Shooting Sports 
Foundation (SSSF) and the Scholastic Clay Target Program 
(SCTP) in your area, call (586) 737-0805 or visit www.
shootsctp.org. 

Above: T. J. Bayer.

Right: Josh Richmond.

Below: Miranda Wilder.

Bottom: Caitlin Connor.

Former SCTP Athletes Shine 
                        in International Competition
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When I was 11 years old, I was introduced to the shooting 
sports at my first Boy Scout summer camp. I 
wanted to try something new.  My hometown 
of Tulsa, Oklahoma, had Tulsa Gun Club 
where they had five skeet fields.  I 
really liked shooting skeet and soon 
joined the National Skeet Shooters 
Association (NSSA) so I could have 
the opportunity to start shooting 
registered targets.  I traveled 
with my parents to several NSSA 
shooting events around the 
country.  We all had a wonderful 
time.  I also participated in the 
4H Shooting Sports Program and 
attended an advanced shotgun 
training camp sponsored by 
NRA Shooting Sports.  

After meeting Olympian Shawn 
Dulohery from USA Shooting in 
2004, I learned that skeet shooting 
was an Olympic sport.  USA Shooting 
is the National Governing Body for 
the Olympic shooting sports in the 
United States.  And now, the Scholastic 
Clay Target Program (SCTP) is the official 
clay target youth development program for 
USA Shooting.   SCTP is an opportunity to meet, 
train, and compete with kids of your own skill level and age on 

What SCTP Means To Me
By: Jon Michael McGrath II

an ongoing basis.  You will meet kids from all over your area 
and all over the country with common interests.   

In my case, it was my first opportunity to 
travel to the United States Olympic Training 

Center in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and 
compete.  I also had the opportunity 

to meet Kim Rhode, now a five-time 
Olympian herself with four medals 

out of four Olympic Games, and 
train right beside her.  I can’t think 
of another sport where a young 
athlete can compete in the same 
competition with some of the best 
athletes in their sport.  I also met 
Vincent Hancock, 2008 Olympic 
Gold Medalist, now one of my 
best friends and training partner.  
SCTP gave me the opportunity to 
go to the next level.  It can do the 

same for you.  
SCTP introduces athletes, college 

age and under, to the shotgun sports.  
You can participate in American Skeet, 

American Trap, Sporting Clays, Olympic-
style Skeet, Olympic-style trap and 

Olympic-style double trap.
Contact a shotgun range near you.  To find out 

more about SCTP, go to www.ShootSCTP.org 
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By: Phillip Barrus (14)

I really appreciate all that Junior Shooters magazine does 
for the junior shooters out there and hope that I can continue 
to help promote shooting for the future.  About six months 
ago, Junior Shooters gave me a pair of FAUSTI Caledon Over 
and Under (O/U) shotguns to try out: a 12-gauge and a 
Youth Model 20-gauge. I have since shot both many times 
and have really enjoyed doing so. The standard 12-gauge 
model features a 14-1/2” length of pull, automatic ejectors, 
metallic bead, and a single selectable trigger. The highest 
quality Turkish walnut is meticulously shaped, oiled, and 
hand-polished to perfection. All models are offered in a 30”, 
28”, or 26” barrel. The 12-gauge model weighs 7.25 pounds, 
while the 20-gauge weighs a modest 6.3 pounds. The Caledon 
performs well on sporting clays courses and carries well in the 
field. Many classic and timeless qualities make the Caledon 
unique among others in the field. The Youth Caledon has a 
barrel length of 28”, a 12-1/2” length of pull and weighs only 
6.1 pounds.

In the fall, I used both shotguns for hunting a variety of 

upland birds and had great success with both of the guns. I 
used the 12-gauge not long after Junior Shooters lent it to me 
for a day of pheasant hunting with my friend Tony. Our day of 
hunting was very successful, and we both walked out of the 
field that day with our limit of birds. Thanks to the FAUSTI, that 
day was both fun and easy. The gun was just heavy enough 
that the recoil was minimal but did not have too much recoil 
making it easy to carry comfortably. I used it many times after 
that as well. These guns are so well-built that they would last 
a lifetime and are a great investment. Guns are not cheap, but 
if you buy the right one, it will never decrease in value and will 
be around for many years. 

Another great aspect of these guns is the versatility. You 
could use them for almost anything. From the clay disciplines 
(sporting clays, skeet, trap) to upland game, even to waterfowl,  
they are an all around good gun. I took the 20-gauge hunting 
many times for quail and doves and loved using it. Both guns 
were so beautiful and at the same time rugged and reliable. 

The pinnacle of ruggedness for a shotgun is chucker 
hunting. It is probably the most challenging form of bird 
hunting, but also the most rewarding. Chucker country is 

harsh and very steep. The birds like it where 
they think they are safe from hunters, which is 
many miles away from easy access. I used the 
12-gauge and absolutely loved it! It was great 
for the difficult terrain. When you hike all day 
long and use all your energy to get to where 
you want to be (which is on top of the birds), 
you want your gun to perform flawlessly. The 
FAUSTI passed with flying colors. 

 Ease of assembly: The two FAUSTIs were a 
snap to put together and came apart easily. 
Both had a very tight action. A tight action is 
important if you want your gun to last a long 
time, which these guns will. 

How it felt in my hands:  The guns felt great 
in my hands, and I really enjoyed shooting 
them both. The 12-gauge fit me perfectly 
and shot right where I wanted it to. It was 
really smooth to shoot and easy to swing at 
a moving bird or a target. The barrel was just 
long enough that you wouldn’t miss something 

( 1 )

( 2 )

FAUSTI  Caledon Shotguns
For Kids
By Kids
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by jumping over it but short enough that it could be swung 
quickly and effectively to get a fast-moving object. The weight 
was very minimal but still there. It was nice to carry around all 
day because when you finally got a shot, you wouldn’t be too 
tired to make it count. The 20-gauge was also fun to shoot. It 
was a little short for me but made up for that disadvantage in 
other ways. It was lightweight and easy to shoot fast-moving 
birds because of this. I had a blast shooting both guns, and 
both felt great.

Sights: Each gun had a large brass bead at the end of its top 
barrel which was great. You could see birds and targets with 
great ease. The field of vision was enough that you could see 
where you were shooting and the target at the same time. I 
would not change the sight picture at all.

Recoil: The recoil was noticeable but manageable. Both 
light-target loads and heavy-game loads were fine to shoot 
through the gun, and with the interchangeable choke tubes, 
you could adjust the pattern of the gun if you wanted to.

 Safety: The guns had a safety on the top of the receiver. 
It was a mechanical safety so you have to turn it off every 
time you close the gun. This is great for bird hunting, which 
are what these guns are really made for, but not so much for 
shooting clay targets. The safety was easy to get to and turn 
off when it was time to shoot. 

These guns were great, and I would not change anything 
on either of them. They were awesome in every aspect, and I 
had a blast trying them out!

Thanks again, Junior Shooters, for allowing me to write this 
article for you. 

 

( 3 )

( 4 )
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CAPTIONS
1. FAUSTI’s Caledon shotguns have tight actions and are 
available in a Youth Model (top shotgun) as well as adult sized.
2. The forearm clasp is finely engraved and operates smoothly.
3. The engraving on the left side of the receiver adds a nice 
touch of elegance to a very functional hunting shotgun.
4.  Phillip with his dog and the Caledon 12-gauge out hunting 
pheasant.
5. Top view of the receiver shows the beautiful engraving and 
the close metal-to-wood fit.
6.  The bottom of the receiver and trigger guard are exquisitely 
engraved.

www.fausti-usa.com
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By: FAUSTI edited by: Andy Fink
Imagine 1948. World War II recently ended, and Italy is on 

its knees. The country has to rebuild over the ruins and rebuild 
its identity and industry with the people working very hard. 
There are no holidays or weekends off, just a few moments of 
leisure. Thus was born the FAUSTI company, from the hands 
of a young Stefano Fausti who assembled shotguns, mostly 
models with external hammers, with only the help of chisel 
and fine papers. 

Elegant and reliable shotguns are produced that win the 
first customers and Italian fans and then draw the attention 
of admirers in Europe and finally to American hunters and 
collectors. The personal history of FAUSTI is intertwined with 
the greatest history of Italy. FAUSTI is now 63 years old, those 
of the economic boom, growth, and found pride of being 
Italian: years full of passionate work, the creative impetus of 
inspiration and imagination, with daily efforts aimed at making 
their products continually better quality and higher reliability. 
It is no coincidence that in those years the shotguns marked 
“Made in Italy” and imported internationally overcame those 
of the English school which, although always glamorous and 
revered could not keep pace with the times and follow the 
changing fortunes of the market.

The Fausti family grows. Born, are Elena, Giovanna, and 
Barbara.

Even the company expands from a small laboratory to its 
present location, built on 4.000 square meters. There live 
technological wonders, specialized craftsmen, techniques 
and traditions of over one hundred years. 

Mr. Fausti was named Knight Officer of the Republic. 
An important recognition for those who, out of nowhere, 
managed to create a luxury brand and therefore to ensure 
work and employment to its people. His guns, thanks to 
participation in the first and most important international 
exhibitions in the field, become true ambassadors of creativity 
and art of the Italian gunmakers. Some of those models such 
as the Classic, an external hammer gun, and the Senator, a 
side-lock of the old school, are still in the catalogue.

The three daughters, successors in the family for many 
years, today drive the company with style and knowledge 
creating models of shotguns of that exhibit quality, reliability, 

durability, and exquisite appearance. The circle has been 
closed, the continuity in tradition continues. 

In 2009, with the establishment of FAUSTI USA, FAUSTI 
launched their brand all over the United States. The company 
created models designed specifically for the American market 
with the over under Caledon, Class, Class Round Body, and 
the side-by-side Dea Duetto.

The FAUSTI USA warehouse is located in Fredericksburg, 
Virginia, and Giovanna Fausti is the marketing and sales 
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manager of FAUSTI USA. 
FAUSTI’s production philosophy is based on the combination 

of tradition and innovation.  Methods developed more than 
a century ago are still used to make sporting guns. But if a 
company wants to reach the broadest possible market, 
these methods must be updated, and a company operating 
in this sector should always have new goals in this regard. 
Technological progress has influenced both know-how and 
design. New and different types of steel and aluminium 

alloys, new chemical treatments, and especially production 
with CNC machinery allows FAUSTI to produce shotguns with 
a design philosophy based on quality standards with no room 
for compromises. This allows for the production of shotguns 
with the best possible performance while simultaneously 
making them accessible to many enthusiasts. 

Our unique kind of modern sporting guns are developed in 
a range of models capable of covering all price and market 
ranges. All models are subjected to highly mechanized 

processes, not anonymous mass-production pieces. Rather, 
FAUSTI’s guns have a specific character that distinguishes them 
from anything else available on the market. Another important 
value of our production since the beginning, and ever more 
important in our research and development process, is the 
technical reliability, ease of use, and maintenance of our 
shotguns. In this regard, both our over and under and side-by-
side shotguns use an adapted Anson&Deeley firing system. 
This system is considered the best and most reliable in virtue 
of its simplicity and the limited number of components. Fewer 
components mean less chance of breakage and greater ease 
of use and maintenance. In the case of the box-lock action of 
our double-barrelled shotguns, for example, all components 
are derived from a solid machined piece, an uncommon 
production effort when it would be easier and cheaper to 
rely on cast pieces. The added value of a FAUSTI shotgun is 
also found in this kind of choice, which together with the 250 
quality checks during the production cycle for each shotgun 
provides a good idea of FAUSTI’s philosophy.

Left Elena, middle Barbara, right Giovanna

Stefano Fausti with daughters Elena, Barbara, and Giovanna
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Do shooting accidents really occur?  I guess that depends 
on your definition of “accident.”  We use this word for a lot 
of different things.  For example, when you were a young 
child, it was most likely called an “accident” if you didn’t 
make it to the potty in time.  Automobile collisions are usually 
referred to as “accidents.”  But for me the word “accident” is 
something that occurs without any apparent cause.  In other 
words, I don’t include as an accident anything that occurs due 
to someone’s negligence, such as reckless driving (nowadays 
often referred to as “aggressive driving”).  A tire blowout due 
to hitting an obstacle in the road and resulting in a wreck 
could be considered an accident.

So where am I going with this?  Well, I’m going to relate 
how a friend was “accidentally” shot at a shooting range.

Sam and Bill (not real names) were shooting at a local, 
informal range. In addition, there was another shooter, 
James.  They were the only ones at the range at that time.  
Sam and Bill finished shooting and were placing their firearms 
in their vehicle when they noticed that James had a jam with 
the 9mm semi-auto pistol he was shooting for the first time.  
It was also James’s first time to shoot a semi-auto.

Sam saw that James tried to clear the firearm and then 
removed the magazine.  James then holstered the firearm 
and went to the unloading area.  

A couple of minutes later, Sam saw that James was trying to 
disassemble the 9mm and was having difficulty removing the 
slide so he went over to help him.  

BANG!!!!
Sam felt a searing pain in the lower left of his abdomen, just 

above his belt.  He realized he had been shot!  He looked over 
at James, and he was rolling on the ground screaming that he 
had shot himself through the hand and not aware that he had 
shot Sam, too.  Sam hollered to Bill that he was hurt real bad, 
and they needed to get to the hospital fast.  Bill told James 
what had happened and they had to leave right then and that 
James would have to take care of himself.

Sam was able to place his fingers under his belt and 
hold pressure on his wound with the heel of his hand.  As 
they headed to the hospital, Bill called 911 on his cell and 
started telling them what happened but was so excited that 
Sam had to take the phone and fill them in.  He told them 
they needed an ambulance to meet them ASAP.  It was a 
miracle that Sam was able to remain so calm and not go into 
shock.  In retrospect, he thinks it was because he was mad 
as he is a qualified range master and now he would have an 
“accidental” shooting associated with him, and HE was the 
victim!  This is not an official association, but one in his own 
mind.

They met the ambulance, and Sam was transported to 
the hospital.  James drove himself to the hospital and in fact 
caught up with Sam and Bill while Sam was being transferred 
to the ambulance.  

Sam’s wound was serious enough that he was then air-
lifted to a larger hospital.  He required major surgery. No 
major organs were damaged, but his pelvis was shattered 
in nine places.  He has required follow-up surgery but is 
doing well today and back to fully enjoying shooting.  There 

was significant financial hardship for Sam as he didn’t have 
insurance but did get other help.  And to his credit, he didn’t 
try to sue James.

So what happened, and how could this have been 
prevented?

There were three major causes of this “accident:”  
First, James was shooting a firearm that he was not familiar 

with and without the help of someone who could have helped 
him when he had the jam.  

Secondly, it is suspected that when James cleared the jam, 
he also loaded another round into the chamber.  He removed 
the magazine believing the firearm was unloaded.  If he had 
checked the chamber before leaving the shooting line, he 
would have ejected the round.

Third, James obviously did not have the firearm pointed in 
a safe direction as he was trying to disassemble it, and he had 
his hand over the end of the barrel.  By the way, his injury was 
severe powder burn and a hole through his hand which did 
not hit any bones. Due to the angle, the bullet exited through 
the fleshy part of his hand below the little finger.

To repeat our safety lessons here:

1. Know your firearm before using it or get someone to 
help you the first time you use it.  Learn what could go wrong 
and how to respond to these possibilities.  Semi-autos of all 
types are more complicated than revolvers and require more 
learning and experience.  If you experience a problem for 
which you aren’t positive how to react, ask for some help.  It 
isn’t macho to shoot someone!

2. Always check your firearm to make sure it is unloaded.

3. Always point your firearm in a safe direction.

So…was this an “accident?”  Well, it depends on your 
definition of “accident.”

Firearms Safety
Accidents?

By: Larry Haley
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By: Bob Benbough “Coach Bob”

In this issue of Junior Shooters, I want to cover two subjects 
that are near and dear to me because of their relevance to 
championship-level shooting. Over the years that I have 
been coaching, I’ve come to the conclusion that the level 
of excellence that a shooter can reach is affected by a few 
very basic attributes and habits that guide 
a competitor’s approach to his or her 
sport. I’ll give you a couple of examples to 
illustrate: 

Your team is leaving for a match in 
another location. Just as the team is 
loading up, one of the team realizes that 
they have forgotten their shooting mat! No 
problem: Your coach has a spare. Problem 
solved. 

Then someone else discovers that they 
forgot their shooting glove. No problem: 
Coach has a spare. Problem solved. 

At the very last minute as everyone is 
climbing aboard, another shooter realizes 
that they forgot their ammunition and... 
there is none extra to be had. 

What’s the solution? Do they get to go 
along hoping that some extra shows up 
magically? Or not? I say “No, they forfeit 
the opportunity to compete.” What this all 
boils down to is “personal responsibility.” 
Everyone who competes in any sport is 
personally responsible to not only be 
prepared physically and mentally, but they 
are also responsible for having everything 
they will need to compete. Solution? Make 
up a checklist of everything you may need 
for a match and tape it inside your shooting 
box. Then, refer to it before you leave to 
compete! There is a point where a coach 
does not need to bend over backwards 
(often at the expense of the rest of the 
team) to help someone who feels that 
someone else should always be available 
to “make everything right.” Having your 
act totally together is one of the most 

important parts of becoming a champion. Just being 
able to score well on a target will not get you to the 
Olympics...or the Nationals, either.

The second subject which I see ignored constantly 
is the practice of taking care of the shooter’s 
equipment. I’ve personally experienced watching one 
of my shooters lose a match because of this. 

Shooter to coach: “Coach, my score on this last 
target was terrible! My rifle is all messed up!” 

Coach to shooter: “When was the last time you 
really cleaned your rifle, especially the bore?” 

Shooter: “Ah, well. Maybe a couple weeks ago.” 
Coach: “How about maybe sometime earlier this 

season?” 
Shooter: “Gee, has it been that long ago?” 
The point here is: If you don’t take good care of 

every bit of your equipment, something will surely 
fail, and it’s usually in the middle of a match.

My thought for the day: Become totally responsible for your 
actions and the care of your equipment, and you will greatly 
enhance your chances of becoming a champion.

Tips and Hints
Being the Best Shooter You Can Be!
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“I will never shoot a match without my FNH SLP 
Mark I, the most reliable shotgun I have ever shot!” 
Shotgun slide loops from 3 Gun Gear.

FNH Has All 4 Guns
               for 3-Gun!

By: Corey Shaw (17), Jessie Previtt (14), Dallin Hixson (16),
       Craig Hixson, and Andy Fink

It may sound funny talking about four different types of guns 
for a 3-Gun match, but a number of modern 3-Gun matches 
have a long-range stage where you can use a different rifle 
than the one used in the rest of the match. This rifle can be 
a semi-auto or a bolt-action rifle. It can also be in a different 
caliber, though you need to check the rules for each match to 
see if there is a caliber limitation. The objective for the long-
range stage, or portion of a stage, is to achieve the maximum 
accuracy possible as distances can reach as far as 1,000 yards.

There are numerous companies that manufacture one or 
even two of the types of firearms (rifle, pistol, shotgun, long-
range precision rifle) that apply to modern 3-Gun competition. 
There are even a few that have three of them. FNH USA is one 
of the few companies that have all four firearms. 

FN-SLP 12-Gauge Self-Loading Shotgun:

Finding the right shotgun for a modern 3-Gun match can be 
difficult. The FNH SLP is really great. FNH says it is “the world’s 
fastest cycling tactical shotgun,” and I can believe it. Junior 
Shooters received both the standard SLP shotgun with the 
18” barrel for rapid transition from target to target and the 
SLP Mark I with the 22” barrel providing an 8+1 capacity for 
2-3/4” shells. These are both quality shotguns. The SLP Mark 
I was used by four different people (two of them juniors) 
during the MGM Ironman last year without breaking it down 
for cleaning and after getting mud all over the action – one 
tough shotgun!

Jessie Previtt (14)
“The FN-SLP was the first shotgun I had ever shot. From 

the first day, I loved it. There was minimal recoil (as long as 
I used reduced recoil slugs) and was so much fun to shoot. 
The sights differ from normal shotgun sights because they are 
actually rifle ghost sights. The sights make it very easy to line 
up on a target. I’ve shot with a bead sight, and I didn’t like it 
much. These sights are a different story. 

Another feature I like about the SLP is its reduced weight. It 
only weighs about 8 pounds so it is easy to carry around and 
maneuver. Originally, it could only hold six rounds, but with 
a two-round extension, it was very competitive. The trigger 
reset is amazing; I can’t pull it fast enough to trip it up. I cannot 
say enough good things about this shotgun. It is so reliable 

and has never failed 
me. I continue 
to shoot it with 
great satisfaction 
in every 3-Gun 
match (so much so 
my dad purchased 
one for himself).”

Dallin Hixson 
(16)

“This shotgun (SLP 
Mark I with eight-
round magazine) is by 
far the best shotgun I 
recommend for shooting a 
3-Gun competition. It shoots 
12-gauge shot, buck shot, or slugs. 
It comes with two chokes: a modified and 
full. It is easy and fast. The sights are clear even 
if you are shooting slugs. It took me about two minutes to 
sight it in for slugs at 100 yards. The sights on this gun are 
just amazing. One of the best features about them is that the 
front sight is a green neon sight which is faster to get onto 
your target. It comes with a flip-up leaf sight for when you 
are shooting long-range with slugs for better accuracy. It has 
a long magazine tube underneath so you can stuff it full with 
eight rounds in the tube and one round in the chamber. That 
comes in handy so you don’t have to reload so much. This gun 
is the best performing gun you can buy if you are looking for 
a good gun to shoot in 3-Gun competitions. It will not let you 
down, especially when you need it most. I recently shot the 
MGM Ironman. On one of the stages, it started to pour down 
on my dad and I when we were in the middle of shooting. As I 
was running, I dropped some shells, and they got muddy, wet, 
and covered with rocks. As I was shooting, I had to reload. 
So my dad yelled, “Just slam them in!” So I got the shells and 
was slamming them in the loading port on the bottom of the 
receiver. The gun couldn’t have worked any better. I will never 
shoot a match without my FNH SLP Mark I, the most reliable 
shotgun I have ever shot.”

Right: Jessie Privett shooting 
the FNH FNX-9 9mm Semi-
auto pistol. 

For Kids
By Kids
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FNH FNX-9  - 9mm Semi-automatic Pistol:

They have a variety of pistols in various calibers. We have 
received both the FNP-9 (see product review on page 46 of 
Junior Shooters Winter Volume 8 issue) and the FNX-9 and 
have had juniors use them for 3-Gun with very good results. 

Jessie Previtt (14)
“I have been shooting the FNH FNX-9 for about four months 

now and could not be more pleased with an out-of-the-box 
gun. It has run flawlessly for me in every circumstance. As 
well as being reliable, this pistol fits my hands. This is one of 
the most important factors to me because my hands are not 
particularly large or strong. It is perfect for women or men 
because of the easily interchangeable grip sizes and textures. 
The FNX-9 is also a completely ambidextrous pistol. There are 
no changes that need to be made for a left or right-handed 
shooter. I may not shoot pistol left-handed, but being cross-
eye dominant, I know the importance of finding a left-handed 
gun. 

The only real issue I have ever had was the double-action 
trigger on the first round. It is a fantastic trigger but is just 

very heavy for me. I would put it between 10-12 
pounds. After the first shot, though, the 

single-action trigger is light and has 
a short reset. The only thing I 

would change about this 
gun is to be able to put on 

adjustable sights. But 
the FNX-9 was meant 

to be a carry gun, so 
the combat sights 
are appropriate. 
Overall, the FNH 
FNX 9mm is a 
great, reliable 
gun, which I 
would trust to 

perform in any 
match.”   

FN SCAR 16 5.56mm NATO/.223 Remington:

The FN SCAR 16 is an excellent choice as a 3-Gun competitive 
semi-automatic rifle for either Limited class (iron sights), or 
the Scoped Tactical class. The bolt can be switched to either 
side of the receiver, and the rifle functioned flawlessly during 
the thousands of rounds we have shot it. The only problem 
we had was trying to use a beta-magazine (100-round circular 
magazine) with it. Standard 30-round magazines worked 
great.

Corey Shaw (17)
“This summer I had the opportunity to shoot Fabrique 

Nationale Herstal (FNH) USA’s SCAR. SCAR is an acronym 
for Special Combat Assault Rifle. And, oh, boy, is it SPECIAL!  
FNH USA has changed the name to the MK 16, but it is still 
the same rifle, only now you have the option to have a short 
barrel, a long barrel, or a standard-length barrel. I shot the 
standard-length barrel version when FNH USA and Junior 
Shooters magazine sponsored me to shoot in the 2010 MGM 
Ironman.

First, I’d like to talk about how the SCAR (MK 16) looks, feels, 
and handles. I won’t lie; the SCAR is fairly chunky compared 
to a standard AR-15, but chunky doesn’t mean heavy. The 
SCAR is far from heavy, as it is only 7.24 pounds empty. Due to 
the fact that the SCAR is so light, you can fling it around from 

The FNH SCAR is one of the most versatile firearms there is 
with a collapsible stock, adjustable cheek piece, picatinny 
rails on all four sides, and the bolt works on either side.

Corey Shaw (17) shooting 
the FNH SCAR at the FMG 
Shooting Industry Masters 
2010.
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target to target; sometimes it feels more like you’re shooting 
a .22 rather than a full-on combat rifle. In my opinion, the 
SCAR has the very best ergonomics ever put on a rifle. It is 
completely ambidextrous, meaning that righties and lefties 
can use this rifle with no problems. For example, the safety 
is on both sides, and rather than having to swivel the pointer 
90 degrees to make the SCAR “Safe” or ready to “Fire,” the 
pointer only has to move about 30 degrees. In order to make 
the rifle more ambidextrous, FNH USA had the charging 
handle made so that the shooter could flip it from side to side 
in a matter of seconds. The SCAR also possesses magazine 
release buttons on the left and right side in order to have fast 
magazine changes no matter what position you’re firing from. 
The SCAR comes right out of the box with mounting rails 
bristling from every side so that you’ll never run out of space 
for all your gadgets. To top it all off, it has a six-point telescopic 
folding stock with an adjustable cheek rest.

The reliability of the SCAR is absolutely astounding. The 
entire time I was at the MGM Ironman, I did not clean any 
part of the rifle, and it functioned flawlessly. That may not 
seem like that big of a deal to most people, but when you 
consider that it had about 400 rounds shot out of it a day, and 
on top of that it was placed in mud, sand, and on concrete, 
that says a great deal about the quality and durability of the 
SCAR.” 

FNH SPR .308 Bolt-Action Rifle:

The FNH SPR is an outstanding bolt-action rifle in .308 
caliber. It has a detachable four-round magazine (get some 
extra magazines) that can be changed fairly quickly. The rifle 
has both sling swivel studs and a forward positioned stud to 
mount a bipod. The receiver has a short magnum action, and 
the barrel is hammer-forged and is free-floating. This is an 
excellent rifle for those long-range shots

Craig Hixson (father of two of the juniors that shot in the 
MGM Ironman last year) said, “The feel of the rifle in relation 
to the synthetic stock against my shoulder was comfortable. 
Ergonomically, the trigger placement and cheek weld while 
looking through the scope was just about perfect. It fit like a 
glove. 

“I was thrilled when I got two bonuses at the 750-yard 
target at the MGM Ironman with this rifle and Black Hills 
Ammunition’s .308 Winchester Match, 168-grain, boattail, 
hollow-point ammunition.”

Many thanks go to FNH USA and all of their crew. Thank 
you for sponsoring and donating firearms to Junior Shooters 
magazine and supporting the development of junior shooters.

FNH USA:   www.fnhusa.com
Black Hills Ammunition: www.black-hills.com

Corey Shaw (17) shooting the FNH SPR .308 at the 
MGM Ironman 3-Gun match in 2010. Swarovski Z5 
scope and Harris bipod from Brownells.
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Juniors
We want your article!
Write about your events.

Call (208)629-8967, 
email 

editor@juniorshooters.net

WANTED
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By: Bill Brassard, NSSF Director, Communications

A Gun
As A Gift

A young girl receives instruction on her first rifle.

Left: A single-shot, break-open .410 shotgun is a great gift as 
a youngster’s first firearm.

As shooters, hunters or collectors, it’s natural to want to 
share our enjoyment of firearms with others. What better 
way to do that than to make a gift of a firearm to a family 
member, close friend, or relative? Perhaps one of the greatest 
memories anyone will carry with them for their entire life is 
the first firearm they receive.

When someone is thinking about making a gift of a firearm, 
whether it is a parent, grandparent or other person, they 
must be aware of laws and other regulations that pertain to 
such a present.

The first thing to remember if someone is thinking about 
giving a gun is that . . . it’s a gun! You already know that 
ownership of a firearm brings with it some serious legal and 
ethical obligations that other consumer products don’t. So 
let’s look at some questions you may have about giving a 
firearm as a gift.

The first question you have to ask is whether the intended 
recipient can legally own the firearm where he or she lives. 
More than 20,000 different gun laws are on the books. Even 

the kinds of firearms that law-abiding citizens can own vary from place to place. For example, juveniles (under 
age 18), generally speaking, are precluded by law from possessing a handgun. Check out the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) website for an overview of local laws. And, whatever you do, don’t forget 
that you can never, under any circumstances, transfer a firearm to someone you know or have reasonable cause 
to believe legally can’t own one. That’s a federal felony, so be careful.

Though there’s no federal law that prohibits a gift of a firearm to a relative or friend that lives in your home 
state, some states—California, for example—require you to transfer the gun through a local firearms dealer so an 
instant background check will be performed to make sure the recipient is not legally prohibited from owning the 
gun.

The ATF recommends that if you want to give someone a new firearm, rather than going to a gun store, buying 
it on your own, and giving it to, say, your son or daughter, consider instead purchasing a gift certificate from that 
retailer and giving that to your child as the present. That way your child will get exactly the gun he or she wants, 
and there’s no question about who is “the actual buyer of the firearm,” which is a question any purchaser must 
certify on the Federal Form 4473 at the time of purchase.

You can only ship a long gun by U.S. Mail or common carrier and a handgun by common carrier (but not U.S. 
Mail) to a federally licensed dealer but not to a non-licensed individual. With all carriers, federal law requires you 
to declare that your package contains an unloaded firearm. To be safe, always consult your carrier in advance 
about its regulations for shipping firearms.

What if you want to give your favorite old shotgun to your son or daughter as a college graduation gift? Again, 
in most states, there’s no law that says you can’t, but some states require even interfamily transfers to go through 
a licensed dealer. Remember, you can never transfer a firearm directly to another person who is a resident of a 
different state. In that case, you must transfer the firearm through a licensed dealer in the state where the person 
receiving the gift resides. Using a gift certificate from a firearms retailer near where the recipient lives might be a 
good solution. Pre-1898 antique firearms are generally exempt from the dealer requirement. Be safe and check 
with your dealer or local law enforcement before you hand over your prized possession.

It’s often an emotional moment when a treasured family heirloom is passed down to the next generation. These 
moments are part of what our cherished enjoyment of firearms is all about and represent that unique bond that 
sportsmen have with their fellow enthusiasts. Just make sure all the laws are obeyed and rules followed.
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BlAck’s crEEk rANgE

Boise, Idaho

Open
Th, Fr, Sa, Su, Mo

Hours
9:00am - 7:00pm

Closed Tues & Wed

(208) 342-9614
www.blackscreekrange.com

Shooting Matches or Target Shooting
•	 Black Powder Cartridge Silhouette

•	 Cowboy Action Shooting
•	 Lever Action Silhouette

•	 .22 Silhouette
•	 Muzzle Loading

A young girl receives instruction on her first rifle.
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a licensed dealer. Remember, you can never transfer a firearm directly to another person who is a resident of a 
different state. In that case, you must transfer the firearm through a licensed dealer in the state where the person 
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